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TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF PURCHA SE 
(STATUS: 27 JUNE 2005)
For use towards:
1. a person who acts while performing their commercial or independent professional activity upon conclusion of the contract (entrepreneur);
2. legal entities under public law or an investment fund under public law.

I. SCOPE OF THE TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF PURCHASE OF RKK
1. The terms and conditions of purchase of RKK shall apply exclusively insofar as not expressly otherwise agreed in writing.
2. Opposing terms he supplier.

II. ORDER AND ORDER CONFIRMATION; AMENDMENT TO THE CONTRACT
1. RKK can revoke the order if the supplier has not accepted it in writing within a deadline of 2 weeks after receipt. (order confirmation).
2. If the order confirmation deviates from the order then RKK shall only be bound to it if RKK has approved the deviation in writing.
3. Changes and supplements to the order shall only be effective if they have been confirmed by RKK in writing.
4. RKK can also demand changes to the delivered object after conclusion of the contract insofar as this is deemed reasonable for the supplier.  
 The implications for both parties, in particular with regard to the additional or reduced costs and the delivery dates are to be reasonable taken  
 into account in case of this change in contract.

III. DELIVERY TIME
1. The delivery time stated in the order is binding. For the timely nature of deliveries it depends on the receipt at the place of receipt stated by RKK,  
 for the timely nature of deliveries with installation or assembly as well as services on their acceptance.
2. If a delivery or an agreed partial delivery is not made either in full or in part at the agreed date due to the fault of the supplier, RKK shall be entitled  
 to cancel the contract after the unsuccessful expiry of a final deadline of 2 weeks set by RKK or to demand damages owing to non-performance.
3. The requirement for setting a final deadline shall cease to apply in case of a fixed purchase (§ 376 HGB).
4. If the delivery is made before the agreed delivery date RKK reserves the right to return the goods at the costs and risk of the supplier. If the goods are  
 not returned in case of premature delivery the goods shall be stored at RKK at the costs and risk of the supplier.
5. In case of recognisable delay in a delivery or service RKK is to be notified immediately and the decision obtained from RKK.
6. In the event of a delay in delivery RKK is entitled to demand a flat rate damages on delivery in the amount of 0.5% of the delivery value per  
 completed week, however no more than 5% of the delivery value. The right is reserved to further statutory claims.
7. The supplier is entitled to prove towards RKK that no or substantially less damages were suffered as a result of the delay.
8. Possible claims for damages of RKK are not affected by accepting a delivery which was made with delay.
9. In case of the application or opening of insolvency, composition or joint execution proceedings over the assets of the supplier or in case such  
 proceedings are rejected return unsatisfied, in case of bills of exchange or cheque objections and in case payments are suspended RKK is entitled  
 to cancel the contract, even if the contract has already been satisfied by RKK or the supplier or by both parties either in full or in part, however  
 the warranty periods have not expired for the supplier.

IV. PASSING OF RISK AND SHIPMENT, SHIPMENT COSTS
1. In case of deliveries with installation or assembly and in case of services the risk shall pass with the acceptance, in case of deliveries without installation  
 or assembly with the receipt at the place of receipt stated by RKK.
2. Insofar as not otherwise agreed the shipment, insurance and packaging costs shall be for the account of the supplier. In case of price ex works or ex sales  
 warehouse of the supplier the goods are to be shipped at the respective lowest costs, insofar as RKK has not stipulated any certain type of transport.  
 Additional costs owing to a shipment regulation which has not been observed shall be for the account of the supplier. In case of pricing free recipient RKK  
 can also determine the mode of transport. Additional costs for transport which may be necessary to observe a delivery date shall be borne by the supplier.
3. Packaging notes or delivery notes are to be enclosed with each delivery with the details of the contents and the full order marking.  
 The shipment is to be reported immediately with the same details.

V. IMPEDIMENTS TO DELIVERY
1. Unforeseeable official measures for which RKK is not responsible, event of force majeure including strike and lock-out shall exempt RKK from satisfying  
 the obligation assumed as per contract for the duration of their existence.
2. If such an event lasts longer than 2 months or if the service to be provided by RKK is permanently impossible as a result of this event both contractual  
 partners are entitled to cancel the contract.

VI. INVOICES, DUE DATES
1. The order mark and the numbers of each individual person are to be entered in invoices. Only then can they be processed. Invoices are not due and  
 payable as long as these details are missing. Duplicates of invoices are to be marked as such.
2. Insofar as the supplier must make material tests, test protocols, quality documents or other documents available the completeness of the delivery  
 and service also presumes that these documents are handed over. The invoices shall only be due and payable when these documents are handed over.

VII. PRICES, PAYMENTS
1. The price shown in the order is binding.
2. Insofar as not otherwise agreed in writing the price includes the delivery including shipment, insurance and packaging.
3. Remunerations for visits or for preparing offers and projects are not granted.
4. Payments shall be made –if not otherwise agreed –within 14 days, beginning from the complete delivery and receipt  
 of the verifiable invoice, no earlier however than from the delivery date, with the deduction of 3% cash discount or within  
 30 days with the deduction of 2% cash discount or within 90 days net.



5. Insofar as the supplier must make material tests, test protocols, quality documents or other documents available the completeness of the  
 delivery and service also presumes that these documents are handed over. The invoices shall only be due and payable when these documents  
 are handed over (Subclause VI.). Deduction of cash discount is also permitted if RKK offsets or retains payments in a reasonable amount  
 owing to defects; the payment deadline shall begin after the full remedy of the defects.
6. Payments do not represent any acknowledgement of the deliveries or services as being according to the contract.
7. RKK shall be entitled to rights to offsetting and retention within the framework as permitted by law.

VIII. ASSIGNMENT OF CLAIMS
The assignment of claims is only permitted with the written consent of RKK.

IX. LIABILITY FOR DEFECTS; WARRANTY, REPORT OF DEFECTS
1. The statute of limitations for warranty claims is 36 months, beginning from the passing of risk. If the supplier receives the report of defects  
 within the deadline the warranty claim relating to the concrete defect shall become statute-barred six months after receipt, in no event  
 however before expiry of the statute of limitations fro warranty claims.
2. If defects are determined before or with passing of risk or occur during the statute of limitations for warranty claims, the supplier must at his  
 costs and at the choice of RKK either remedy the defect or supply replacement goods. This shall also apply to deliveries, with which the  
 inspection was limited to random samples. The choice of the buyer is to be made at the reasonable discretion. Incidentally the warranty  
 claims are oriented to the law.
3. Subsequent improvements can be carried out by RKK without setting a deadline at the costs of the supplier if delivery is made after occurrence  
 of the delay and RKK is interested in immediate subsequent improvement owing to the avoidance of own delay or other urgency.
4. Further statutory claims, in particular for the reimbursement of fruitlessly paid processing costs remain unaffected.
5. Reports of defects can be submitted within one month after delivery or service or, insofar as the defect is only noticed during processing or use,  
 within one month after it is determined.

X. PROPERTY RIGHTS
1. The supplier shall be responsible for ensuring that no rights of third parties are infringed in connection with his delivery.
2. If a claim is asserted against RKK by a third party in this respect then the supplier undertakes to indemnify RKK from these claims at first request.
3. The indemnification obligation of the supplier refers to all expenses, incurred to RKK from or in connection with the assertion of a claim  
 by third parties.

XI. RESERVATION OF TITLE; PROVISIONS; TOOLS; SECRECY
1. Insofar as RKK provides parts to the supplier RKK shall reserve the property thereto. Processing or conversion by the supplier are undertaken  
 on behalf of RKK. If the reserved goods of RKK are processed together with other objects not belonging to RKK, then RKK shall acquire the  
 co-ownership to the new object in the ratio of the value of their objects to the other processed objects at the time of processing.
2. If the object provided by RKK is mixed inseparably with other objects not belonging to RKK then RKK shall acquire the co-ownership to the new  
 object as a ratio of the value of the reserved object to the other mixed objects at the time of the mixing. If the mixing is carried out to the extent  
 that the object of RKK is to be deemed as main object then it is deemed as agreed that the supplier assigns RKK pro rata ownership; the supplier  
 shall keep the sole or co-ownership in safekeeping for RKK.
3. RKK shall reserve the property to tools; the supplier undertakes to use the tools exclusively for producing the goods ordered by RKK. The supplier  
 undertakes to insure the tools which belong to RKK at own costs against fire, water and theft damages. The supplier undertakes to carry out  
 possible necessary service and inspection work in time at own costs. The supplier must inform RKK immediately of possible interferences;  
 if he culpably fails to make this report he shall be liable to damages towards RKK.
4. Tools, forms, samples, models, profiles, drawings, standards sheets, printing templates and gauges handed over to the supplier by RKK just  
 as objects produced accordingly may neither be forwarded to third parties nor used for other than contractual purposes without the written  
 consent of RKK. They are to be secured against unauthorized access or use. Subject to other rights RKK can demand that they are handed over  
 if the supplier breaches these duties.
5. The supplier undertakes to maintain strict secrecy about all received diagrams, drawings, calculations and other documents and information.  
 They may only be disclosed to third parties with the express consent of RKK. The non-disclosure obligation shall also cover personal data.  
 The non-disclosure obligation shall also apply after the processing or failure of this contract; it shall lapse if and insofar as the production  
 know-how contained in the diagrams, drawings, calculations and other documents has become general knowledge. Sub-suppliers are to  
 be obliged accordingly.

XII. PLACE OF JURISDICTION, PLACE OF PERFORMANCE, APPLICABLE LAW
1. Exclusive place of jurisdiction is Talheim near Heilbronn/N. RKK is moreover entitled to also file action against the supplier at the court  
 of its company seat.
2. Insofar as not otherwise derived from the order or order confirmation, the seat of RKK is the place of performance.
3. German law shall apply under the exclusion of the UN law governing the international sale of goods (CISG).

XIII. ESCAPE CLAUSE
1. If individual provisions of these General Business Terms shall be or become invalid this shall have no effect on the validity of the other provisions.
2. The contractual partners are obliged to agree upon a new provision which shall as far as possible correspond with the intention of the provision  
 which became invalid.
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